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THE UNITED STATES AND OUR ROLE IN THE MIDDLE EAST
The Middle East is in turmoil. The region is gripped by war and the hopes for quick revolutions
and peaceful resolutions coming out of the Arab Spring have long been forgotten. In order to
respond to a rise in both regional tensions and open conflict, the United States must act decisively
to engage the region with a suite of tactics, both military and diplomatic, to support our allies, to
ensure that American interests are protected, and to help the citizens of the region who suffer
from the humanitarian crises of war. In recent months, Congress has proven that it is willing to
criticize regional policy from afar, while retreating from American responsibility for influence in the
region. I believe that greater leadership is needed in Congress in the formation of American
policy abroad.
America should aggressively pursue a comprehensive foreign policy that integrates military and
diplomatic resources, leading with diplomacy while also providing firm military backing. Through
all of this, the United States must remain fully committed to our ally the State of Israel, the only
democratic nation in the region. In order to maintain regional stability, the United States must be
committed to both maintaining Israel’s Qualitative Military Edge (QME) over hostile players in the
region, and preventing hostile nations from pursuing nuclear weapons. The United States must
also be firmly committed to assisting in the humanitarian crises of the region while holding our
allies to the same standards.
Since the State of Israel was founded more than 60 years ago, Israel and the United States have
been not just friends who share values or allies who share interests, but partners who share both. I
support the continuation of a strong US-Israel partnership and the right of a Jewish democratic
State of Israel to exist within secure and recognized borders. And as a former Marine Corps officer
who served four tours of duty in Iraq, I understand what that kind of commitment means.
IRAN’S NUCLEAR PURSUIT
Iran’s pursuit of nuclear weapons is a danger to the United States and to the region. Both military
and diplomatic channels must be utilized against Iran’s unlawful pursuit of enriched uranium that
concludes a stringent and enforceable agreement preventing Iran from developing nuclear
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weapons. Any final agreement must apply intrusive, persistent, and extensive monitoring to Iran's
total nuclear facilities, and must also require Iran to dismember its existing weapons programs.
Iran has a proven track record of dishonesty about its past nuclear developments and therefore
has no right to enrichment within its borders. I will be a vocal leader for continued pressure on
Iran through sanctions and military preparedness.
ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN NEGOTIATIONS & U.S. INPUT
I support a two-state solution that provides for secure, defensible, and recognized borders for a
sovereign Jewish State of Israel alongside a sovereign, demilitarized Palestinian State, and I note
that Israel’s current Prime Minister as well as most of it past leaders share this commitment. The
current Israeli-Palestinian peace negotiations provide a beacon of hope in the region. America is
in a unique position to shepherd this process, and should continue to do so, but a successful
resolution requires direct negotiations, and ultimately a final agreement, between the parties; the
U.S. cannot dictate terms.
A cornerstone of successful negotiations is continued U.S. support for Israel via military aid and
diplomatic engagement. American-Israeli military cooperation has produced advanced
technology for military and civilian use, notably the Iron Dome and Arrow missile defense systems,
which have saved the lives of innocent Israeli civilians from rocket and mortar attacks, and have
also saved Palestinian lives that could have been lost as a result of Israeli counterattacks. My
military experience in the Middle East allows me to be an authoritative voice in Congress on these
matters.
While we pursue peace, I believe that Israel, like all countries, has the right to self-defense when
threatened – whether by rockets from Gaza, suicide bombers, or action by other nations. Any
student of Jewish and Israeli history recognizes that Israel must take threats to its security with the
utmost seriousness.
FOREIGN AID
Foreign aid, though a small part of our budget, is one of the most effective ways to promote
democratic values abroad. I support continued U.S. aid to Israel. To ensure its safety, Israel must
maintain a qualitative military edge, and I fully support the 2007 Memorandum of Understanding
that provides $30 billion in aid to Israel over 10 years. During his recent visit to Israel, President
Obama announced that the U.S. and Israel would begin working to develop an MOU that goes
beyond 2017, and I support the President’s efforts. Some three-quarters of the money provided to
Israel by the U.S. are spent here, creating jobs in Massachusetts and across the country.
I also support continuing U.S. aid to the Palestinian Authority. Without a stable, demilitarized
Palestinian Authority committed to the rule of law, neither a two-state solution, nor peace itself,
will be possible. Advancing the two-state solution requires us to provide aid, to encourage
democracy and promote the rule of law in the PA, while discouraging the kind of incitement and
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celebration of terrorism that makes peace between peoples difficult to achieve. After Israel
withdrew from all of Gaza and uprooted its settlements there, the area was taken over by Hamas
in a violent uprising, and since then, some 13,000 rockets have been fired on Israeli civilians from
the region. More than half a million Israelis have less than 60 seconds to find shelter after a rocket
is launched from Gaza. Hamas has stripped local residents of their human rights and uses civilians
as human shields. Yet even so, Israel has increased the amount of material it allows through its
border with Gaza, while Egypt has adopted, at best, inconsistent polices in dealing with its
border. We must not give aid and comfort to the Hamas regime or allow military supplies to be
smuggled into the area.
ADDITIONAL REGIONAL THREATS
Both the United States and Israel face additional regional security threats that we must confront.
In an effort to improve our already deep alliance, I support H.R. 938 – The United States-Israel
Strategic Partnership Act of 2013. This act will increase cooperation in both the military and
civilian realms between the United States and Israel. It builds on an already well-established
foundation that has supported increased aid as well as the development of cutting edge
defensive and offensive technologies to decrease the possibility that state and non-state actors
can harm Israel. Additionally, the Act encourages the US Overseas Private Investment Corporation
to consider giving preference to projects in Israel, promote cooperation in the fields of energy,
water, homeland security, agriculture, and alternative fuel technologies, and encourage Israel's
inclusion in the Visa Waiver Program. These steps will help further cooperation and growth
between our two dynamic and robust economies, aiding both in tackling the problems of the
present and the future.
Part of the United States' efforts to ensure regional security includes maintaining its support for
mutual allies in the region. This is of particular importance in the case of Jordan and Egypt, the
two signatories to peace accords with Israel. As the crisis in Syria and the increasing violence in
the Sinai have demonstrated, American military and financial support is key to tamping down the
threats to Israel and other American interests in the region. The Syrian crisis in particular has led to
a tremendous refugee crisis that risks the destabilization of regional states – both ally and enemy
alike. Consequently, the US has taken a lead role in supporting Lebanon, Jordan, and Turkey to
deal with the massive influx of refugees and concerns for their territorial security as the Syrian civil
war increases in ferocity. Although the domestic political situation within Egypt has led to calls
from some to reduce aid to the Egyptian government and military, such reductions must be
targeted to ensure that the immediate aid necessary to ensure border security with Israel and
counter-terrorism support continues. Rather, cuts that target large-scale military weapons systems
such as planes or tanks that – while a favorite of the Egyptian military – have relatively little effect
on Israeli or American security, may prove effective at prodding the interim Egyptian government
towards real democratic reforms.
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